MicroFlex™ 8K

The Best Integration HDMI Cable
Ever Built - Now in 8K!

MHD48G-xxPROcolor

Comprehensive’s MicroFlex™ Pro AV/IT Integrator Series™ Certified Ultra High Speed 8K 48G HDMI Cables are
simply the most capable, flexible and reliable cable we have ever designed. We combined cutting edge
performance, ultra-flexibility, unsurpassed reliability, and exclusive features such as ProGrip™ and SureLength™
all in a low-profile cable that brings you every pixel and decibel 8K has to offer!

Tapered Micro Head with Ultra-Flexibility-Perfect
for Tight Spaces

State-of-the-Art Performance with 8K
Resolution, Dynamic HDR & Dolby Atmos Audio

MicroFlex™ 8K HDMI Cables feature a low-profile design
and un-heard of flexibility that make them perfect for tight
spaces. All of these features are included in a cable with
a connector head and O.D. that is up to 40% smaller than
traditional HDMI cables.

With 4x the pixels of 4K and 16x the pixels of 1080p, 8K has
to be seen to be believed! Comprehensive’s MicroFlex™
8K HDMI Cables deliver every bit of Ultra HD 8K resolution!
Included are support for HDR, Deep Color, 21:9 aspect
ratio,up to 32 audio channels with eARC and Dolby Atmos.

ProGrip™ Connectors Ensure Cables Stay Connected

SureLength™ Indicators Make Cable Sorting Easy

The number one complaint about HDMI has been its
inability to stay connected. So, Comprehensive developed
our exclusive ProGrip™ HDMI connector which features up
to 16lbs of retention force.

Only Comprehensive offers SureLength™ cable length
indicators that clearly indicate the length of each cable on
the connector mold - huge time savers for integrators and
installers who are constantly sorting out lengths.

Multiple Colors for Easy Identification

Peace of Mind Comes Standard

Keeping track of all of your cable inputs and outputs with
write-on labels is a time-consuming chore that slows down
productivity. MicroFlex™ HDMI Cables offer color flexibility
that allows you to color code all your HDMI connectivity.

Value is knowing a product you buy today will work
tomorrow and in the years to come. Since 1974,
Comprehensive has been making the most reliable and
dependable Pro AV/IT cables on the planet.

